Proximus Smart Asset

Find without looking
Found it! Do you, too, let out a sigh of relief when you’ve finally found that valuable
machine, container or trailer you’ve been looking for? Well, you don’t have to look
anymore: Smart Asset does it for you. Simply attach a sensor to your equipment
and you’ll always know where it is - whether indoors or outdoors.

www.proximus.be/iot

Find without looking
What is where? Smart Asset literally maps out your equipment. In real time: you
know exactly where a particular object is located at any given time. And how
it moves. This saves everyone’s time and you can instantly track down stolen
equipment.

Faster delivery
If you know where an object is located, you can quickly define where it has to go via the shortest route. Inject all the data automatically into your logistics systems.
And your processes will suddenly run smoothly. For fast deliveries and happy
customers.

Protect your equipment
Is your equipment correctly transported and stored? Smart Asset can tell you: is
the localization, temperature or humidity level OK? Is there any movement: yes or
no? Has the equipment left a particular area? In case of the slightest anomaly, you
will receive an e-mail or text message, so you can immediately take action.

About Smart Asset :
•• Effortless. Installed in a few
seconds (simply attach the sensor to
the object).
•• Specific. The sensor is adapted to
each type of object, with specific
features depending on the form or
environmental factors.
Discover all devices in the device
catalogue.
•• Automatic. Your server receives
all data automatically via the LoRa®
network - the data is secure and only
accessible to you.
•• Clear view. Online dashboard with
all data and information – in real
time and with a complete history.

Proximus Smart Asset tells you where your equipment is
located and in what circumstances (temperature, humidity
level, movement). Two specific applications of Smart Asset
are:
• Proximus Yard Management: indique la position exacte
d’un véhicule ou d’une remorque sur votre parking.
• Proximus Container Tracking: permet de localiser un
conteneur en Belgique et à l’étranger.
The sensors of these solutions work with long-life batteries
and are connected to the Proximus IoT network via LoRa®,
NB-IoT or GPRS technology combined with Bluetooth Low
Energy (indoors) and GPS (outdoors). LoRa® is a low power,
wide area network: it consumes very little energy and has very
large coverage.

More information about IoT networks

•• Versatile. The supplied APIs inject
the Smart Asset data into ERP, WFM,
TMS and WMS. This way, you can
optimize all your processes from A
to Z.

More info?
Surf to www.proximus.be/iot or contact us
via www.proximus.be/contactpage
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